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Finding Romance In My Workshop

Research
Your research informs the
construction and provides insight
and awareness of any relationship
before you enter into it, whether a
building inspector, structural or civil
engineer, design professional,
retailer, or subcontractor.
iCornerstone provides that critical
tool and an extensive network of
construction professionals with
proven track records regarding
quality, price, and performance or
you may hire your own.
You now control the process instead
of responding to it, which is the
surest way to meet your
expectations and avoid wasting
time, money, and effort.

“I started in the shop when I was four,” my
ten-year-old grandson announced to his
younger brother, Carson.

While I helped him climb the stilts, then
six-year-old Kaden slipped the father a business card that reads: Papa’s Workshop,

That day four years ago, Harrison, fearless and
impulsive, wore safety glasses and a denim
carpenter’s apron that my wife, Mary, had purchased. A small hammer dangled from its
loop.

Stilts for Kids. Devin, who was eight, did the
same, and all accepted it with respect and
amusement.

With his little hands in mine, we slowly drew the
blade of my radial arm saw across pieces of
scrap. After several passes, he blurted, “Papa,
this is really exciting!”

“

It certainly was, until Harrison told his parents.
They were apoplectic.
Thus was born the rule, “Whatever happens in
the shop, stays in the shop.” He delights in
repeating it to Carson, age eight, and adds
another: “Remember: shop safety!”
With their cousins, Devin and Kaden, I made
stilts we tested at Nantasket Beach. Strangers
smiled and were intrigued, especially another
little boy.
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The idea sprang from Mary, whom the boys call
Nonie.

After several passes, he blurted,
‘Papa, this is really exciting!’

“

She appreciates my need for special time alone
with them and rarely visits the workshop when
we are there. Mary videos the boys vacuuming
sawdust with the energy and persistence of the
squirrels that once plundered the bird feeder in
my yard.
Nonie brings us freshly baked brownies or
cookies - gluten, peanut, egg, or dairy free. The
treats are not all that is warm in the workshop;
my heart is, too.

Mary cringes at the screaming saws, router,
and planer. “Although I hear the sound of power
and danger, I know you are in control. I have
confidence you can handle the situation safely,”
she said. “Watching you protecting our grandchildren and teaching them makes me feel
loving towards you.”
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“Really! What happens when I work
around the house or make something
without them?

tiling, carpentry, plumbing, electrical,” he said. “I
love to do it because I get a sense of satisfaction. I
got it from my grandfather.”

“Carhartt shorts and construction boots
is a good look,” Lisa added with a smile.
Whereas Chris had a role

“It’s nice to know you can
do things rather than hire
someone, that you have
ability. You show me you
care about what we have
worked to build together.
I feel loving.”
Then I remembered
reading Why Mars and
Venus Collide. Its author,
John Gray, examines
household chores and
projects and their potential to increase testosterone in men and oxytocin
in women. While higher
testosterone
may
decrease
the
man’s
stress, more oxytocin
causes the woman to feel
loving towards him.
If only I had known earlier!
How many men know now?

model, Mary and I had none.
Our mothers raised us, and
we never knew our fathers. I
met her maternal grandfather,
an Italian mason who called
me a bum. She said it meant
he liked me.
My grandfathers had died
before I was born or shortly
thereafter. My mother’s father
was a cooper, a highly skilled
craftsman,

wooden

mallet rests on my fireplace

“

mantle.

...’I have confidence you can handle the
situation safely,’ she said. ‘Watching you
protecting our grandchildren and teaching
them makes me feel loving towards you.’

Chris Aimola of Squantum does,
although he never read the book and
has no shop. He lives with his wife, Lisa,
and their two children in an older home.
“I have done pretty much everything:
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whose

Everything

“

“He is so talented and creative, a perfectionist,” Lisa
said. “The end result is always something we can
enjoy as a family. I have a sense of happiness.”
“You get benefits,” Chris revealed, a sparkle in his eye.

I

know

about

building homes, remodeling
them,

or

woodworking

I

learned by observation, reading, or experimentation. Like

Chris, I am a perfectionist, and woodworking is the perfect outlet for that
affliction.
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“I admire the fact that you had none of those skills but learned them
on your own and are now passing them along to our grandsons,”
Mary said. “This is one more way that you have woven our family
together.”
We did not bypass our children, Mark and Lisa. As teens, they helped
me build the basement recreation rooms where trains, games, scrap
wood blocks, TV, Ping-Pong, pool, and air-hockey now await their
sons.
I have also worked on their homes to add to the quality of their lives
while saving them thousands of dollars. “I like to see you helping our
children. It makes me feel good,” Mary said.

“

The shop is the boy’s favorite
place in my home, ...There we
build our family and bond through
teamwork, planning, strong
character, and boundless love.

“

Mary delivered the lines for the boys to repeat, I produced the playbills and narrated, and the parents and great-grandmother and
aunt nearly swooned.

The boys finished wooden hand puppets and performed “A Problem
in the Ancient Forest” on Christmas Day 2013 and in 2014 the musical
“A Mystery in the Ancient Forest,” both based on “Tales of the Ancient
Forest,” a fable I wrote for them several years ago.

The shop is the boy’s favorite place in my home, and they are working on Ping-Pong guns or anything their imaginations can produce
from the scrap pile. There we build our family and bond through
teamwork, planning, strong character, and boundless love.

Bear, Fox, Wise Old Owl, Beaver, and Wolf face myriad difficulties
they can overcome only by teamwork, planning, and strong
character.

Richard Connolly, a home building and remodeling consultant and
author of How To Avoid Building Or Remodeling Hell and The Independent Contractor

provides an alternative to the general
contractor service model, which is a conflict of interest
We offer one stop shopping for all your
remodeling needs, including research tools,
designs, specifications, competitive bidding,
budget setting, and project coordination.
No past project ever went over budget or time,
and no contractor ever went unpaid or overpaid.
Richard’s Projects

Our services pay from themselves and are
not an added cost.
You receive the highest quality at the lowest
price without sacrificing performance.

781-534-0277
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Dream Basement - years after the dream house
Finishing a basement is a major project, but I had two good things
going for me even before I started.
The basement was dry, and in 14 years there has been a minimum
of water: once, during a particularly wet winter and spring, there
were a few traces, but none before of after. The dryness of the
basement was partly due to the 16 inches of crushed stone
installed under the basement slab when the house was built and to
the waterproofing of the exterior foundation walls.
My wife and I were also fortunate that we followed the advice of my
watchful uncle who recommended that we rough in all the utilities,
especially the plumbing, during the construction.
We wanted to be clear about our own expectations and the goals
we had set for ourselves, and began the project by sitting down as
a family and discussing what we wanted to do with the space and
how we planned to use it.
The children and I had several fairly abstract ideas about the possibilities, but my wife was much clearer, "I don't want four more
rooms to clean."
Although we had originally planned for a full bathroom, a lot of
open space, and a sit down bard (since we were pretty serious
part folk back then), the final product was very different.
We agreed to the bathroom and an area of four separate rooms,
each having a special purpose, but all intended to provide an
atmosphere of instant relaxation and enjoyment.
We thought that rough sawn pine would be a perfect application,
as it is particularly forgiving of mistakes by amateurs.
There would be room for the TV, stereo, and the many books we
had accumulated over the years. A second room would be perfect
for the ping-pong table that had become slightly warped over the
years.
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“

...my wife was much clearer, ‘I don't
want four more rooms to clean.’

“

Another section
would serve a dual purpose as my shop and an activity area for the
children's' hobbies and interests, a special place where things could
be left around without a complaint.
Finally, the fourth room would contain an area for table and chairs,
counter and sink, cabinets, and still more bookcases. In effect, this
area would function much like a kitchen, since most of the best parties
we ever attended wound up there anyway.
The second thing that we agreed to was that the project would be long
term and involve every member of the family to varying degrees, from
each according to his or her own ability.
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walls and, once in place, needed rework to assure
they were plumb and true.
For the most part, my son and I did all the framing,
using 2 x 3's, 16 inches on center. This material is fine
for basements because there is no weight bearing on
the frame and is also less expensive than 2 x 4's.
Boxing in the steel main beams was a lot of work.
We prepared the walls for half barn board and dry
wall by nailing horizontal strips of 1 x 3 strapping to
the studs, beginning 48 1/2 inches down from the
ceiling. All measurements were taken from the ceiling to compensate for the unevenness of the floor.

On the upper portion of the walls, we
installed 1/2 inch gypsum board, taped
the joints with nylon mesh, applied and
feathered the compound, sanded
between each of three applications, and
primed and finished with latex paint. The
whole family helped.
Although there are more seams to finish,
4 x 8 sheets are easier to handle than
the larger sizes. I learned as much when
I wound up with muscle spasms and
sciatica for the better part of a week.

Once the walls were in place, we insulated, using 3
1/2 inch foil faced fiberglass. We stapled the insulation in place as it had a tendency to balloon and
slip. When the barn board and dry wall were
applied, they compressed the insulation slightly
and forced it to touch the foundation wall.
We also wanted to avoid buying new
furniture or fixtures and decided to refinish some old sets we thought would do
nicely. Nor did we want to invest heavily
in any specialized tools, for watching
the dollars is always an overriding
concern.
Everyone pitched in. My son and I
began by framing all the outside walls
and inner partitions, a job we had never
really done before. This phase of
the work took much longer than I
thought it would (as did everything).
The material I had bought on sale from
a large local retailer had to be worked
with a lot of effort before we could raise
the
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The hopper type steel windows were covered on
the outside with combination screen - storm sashes
made especially for this application.
Next came the electrical work, which included ceiling lights and heat. I helped the electrician by
running what seemed like miles of wires. Drilling
holes was kept to a minimum because the wires
could be run between the strapping on the walls.
The small amount of plumbing that was needed
next, I decided to do myself. I did not enjoy this
phase of the work. for whatever reasons, I do not
like working with metal, and
the job went slowly.
Once all the rough work
had been completed, we
were ready to close in.

“

We also wanted to avoid buying
new furniture or fixtures and
decided to refinish some old sets

“
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This phase of the work is one that should be gotten out of the way as
quickly as possible because there is an enormous amount of white dust
that is created by the sanding. The cleanup is a job in and of itself.
With the dry wall in place, we began installing the barn board - which we
stained in advance to eliminate noticeable seams when the wood shrank
- by nailing it perpendicular to the strapping. We used five different
widths randomly, picked from the pile to avoid a regular pattern.
Each piece was cut to fit and plumbed as it was installed. We avoided
cutting holes in the middle of boards
for electrical outlets by using two
pieces of wood - instead of one - with
a seam running through the box. This
method required cutting only notches
in each board. At the point where the
barn board met the dry wall, we
installed a chair rail.
The job of building the cabinets and
bookcases fell on me. I decided to try
something I had never done before:
dowel the joints, flush mount adjustable shelves, make raised panel
doors, and install drawers. All the
screws would be countersunk and
covered by buttons.
I needed a few special tools: doweling jig, reversible rail
and stile bits for my router, and a raised panel cutter.

“

After much frustration and swearing, I finally hired a professional who,
much to my satisfaction, also had difficulty. The problem stemmed
from the closeness of the ceiling to the floor joists above: there wasn't
much space to work.
One thing about this ceiling. It is suspended from the floor joints above
with a minimum of fasteners and acts as an excellent sound barrier
between the upstairs and down. Insulation in the ceiling added to the
sound resistance.
I also wanted to try installing mosaic
tile on the counter top and backsplash. The local retailer from whom I
purchased the tile rented me the tools
to do the job, along with instructions.

...we had originally planned for a
full bathroom... the final product
was very different.

I employed mass production techniques and pattern cut
all the necessary pieces. This method saved a tremendous amount of
time, and the results were very satisfying.
On the other hand, passage doors were made of planking and were
much easier to build. I used a "Z" pattern on the back and screwed and
glued the boards to it.
In keeping with the rustic setting the doors we attached to the frames
with 14 inch strap hinges. Thumb latches complement the effect.
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Supposedly, the easiest job for the home to do is to install a suspended ceiling. Despite my distaste for metal, I decided to give it a try.

The most difficult part of this job was
using the nippers because I cracked
a number of tiles. I soon learned that
a "nip" is somewhere between a hair
and a tad. The sound of cutting the
tile reminded me, regrettably, of a
dental procedure. At least the
result is satisfying.

“

The basement recently passed its
acid test: my son's 16th birthday
party, which was quite a success.
The real satisfaction in undertaking a project such as this one is in
seeing other people enjoying it. Knowing that the design and intent
worked well is a bonus.
I found it particularly pleasing to blend a number of contrasting
elements - light and dark, smooth and rough, hard and soft - into a
harmonious and pleasant atmosphere with professional results. The
savings? Substantial, or twice the completed price of $12,500. Well
worth it all around.
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Gracious Living Room
It all started one day last summer when my wife noted
that the twenty three year old, wall to wall carpeting in
our living room looked “disgusting.”
I did not agree but did not object, either. Our marriage
is older than the rug, and it’s sometimes easier and
wiser for me to accept rather than debate the issue.
I knew what she wanted - oak flooring - and what she
was inferring: get it done.
Coming to that conclusion was not difficult. We had
previously installed oak flooring in the dining and
family rooms, where the wall to wall was then
described as being “embarrassing” and “sickening.”
Our living room is large, sunny, runs from front to
back, has a beautiful picture and several smaller windows, and - at the time - an “ugly” and “obtrusive” (my
words) brick wall and hearth.
The brickwork had once been necessary for a wood
burning stove but divided the room in two.

Before the new flooring could be installed, furniture had to be moved from the living
room into the kitchen and dining
and family rooms. In effect, all
I knew what she wanted - oak flooring three rooms were a mess and
and what she was inferring: get it done.
would remain that way for several
weeks more.

I sensed an opportunity to
rework the floor plan of the
living room but knew my wife
still liked the brick. The pellet
stove that replaced the wood
burner did not require the
same venting or fire protection and could be put in a
corner.

“
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We consulted with an interior designer who agreed with me but suggested that
furniture could be added to make the room more beautiful and functional at the
same time. Smiles on both sides.

“

After some minor carpentry, I sanded and finished the window sills and then
painted the ceiling.
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The wall to wall carpeting and the particle board under it were both
removed and hauled off. Next, the brick work came down, followed
by the “tired” and “dated” wallpaper.

We decided to keep our original furniture but upholster two major
pieces. We involved in the color choices our son, a professional
artist but gave up when none of us could agree.

I sealed with poly both entrances to the living room but installed a
zipper over the plas-tic to allow the flooring contractor to enter the
room and then reseal it. Keeping the dust confined was a high priority, and the zippers worked perfectly.

Frustrated, we took the floor plan and wallpaper and fabric books
to a local furniture store and spoke to the interior designer there.
After a much back and forth she saw something that “just hit her.”

The random width and length red oak
flooring went down quickly, as did the
cash re-serve. Four days later, we
had our beautiful floor, but still more
work to do.
The electrician installed recessed
lights and a paddle fan, which were a
big hit with our two adult children.
I then repaired the ceiling and the
damage done to the outer wall by the
brickwork.
In the meantime, my wife and I had been looking at furniture, coverings, and wallpaper, a daunting task that requires that everything
be color coordinated.

“

By the end of that memorable day, we
had selected all our new furnishings,
coverings, and wallpaper and were
still talking!
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“

She sold us a beautiful table and
wall unit and suggested another
retailer for two addi-tional chairs.
The second retailer helped us
choose two beautiful chairs with a
nice fab-ric in the right color.
By the end of that memorable day,
we had selected all our new furnishings, coverings, and wallpaper and
were still talking!
With a lot of work and major decisions behind us, the only things that
remained to be done were the wallpapering and the reinstallation of the
pellet stove in its new corner location. Professionals handled that
work, too.
We started getting the house together again by moving back into
the living room the remaining furniture that was scattered throughout the house. Life was returning to nor-mal.
After waiting for nearly eight weeks, the furniture soon arrived several pieces at a time. Two days before Thanksgiving the entire room
was ready, window treatments and all.
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“

For the first time in more than twelve
years, we set up the Christmas tree in
the living room and barely had to
move a thing to accommodate it.

The new living room is certainly everything
we ever wanted, gracious and beautiful. The
wall unit houses a new CD, tape, and radio
system and our motley
collection of keepsakes
that were acquired over the
years from relatives or travels here and abroad. We
deliberately made no provisions for a TV.
My daughter has been
working on my musical
tastes and urging me to
listen to compos-ers who
have not been dead for
more than a hundred
years. Her last tuition bill
for a de-gree in music is
about to be paid.
Now that our children are adults, my wife
and I are looking more closely at how we live
as a family and what is important to us. We
want to entertain more, socialize more with
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long standing friends, family
members, or colleagues.

We held a birthday party for
my mother with all her siblings
attending. It was a wonder-ful,
fun filled time with much good
laughter, some of it at my
expense. The new living room layout
allowed eleven people to gather around
quite comfortably in one space.

“

My daughter had several friends over during
the holidays, as did we. With beautiful
mu-sic playing softly in the background,
plenty of goodies spread out on the tables,
and lively conversation, our guests had a
true, holiday spirit time.
Our home and our hearts have always open
to all the special people in our lives. It’s time
for more sharing and caring than ever
before, now that we have such a special
place to fill with new memories.
The construction costs? About $5,000; the
furniture and appointments, considerably
more.

Christmas dinner with family was held
here, too. For the first time in more than
twelve years, we set up the Christmas
tree in the living room and barely had
to move a thing to accommodate it.
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The True Cost Of Pellet Stoves
Despite all these years, the resentment still hangs in the
air like heavy smoke. Each day during the heating
season, my children were required to bring into the
house eight pieces of wood for the Jotul stove in the
living room. My daughter picked the pile for the smallest
pieces, while my son groaned and complained about
the unfairness of it all.
My noting that they did not have to milk the cows before
their five-mile trek to school in a raging snowstorm
\\brought no comfort.
Neither would ever forgive my wife and me for sentencing them to wood duty and practically robbing them of
their childhood. Adults now with young families, they
keep their houses warmer in the winter than ours.
After seventeen years of burning wood, we purchased
two Whitfield pellet stoves in 1993. We installed one in
the living room and the other in the fireplace in our family
room. Gone was the injustice, hard labor on the woodpile, and ash dust. The initial cost of $4,500 was

“

offset $400 by selling the Jotul and
another wood burner in the family
room.
The complaining, for the most part,
disappeared, too. My wife and
daughter had neither the strength to
lift a 40-pound bag of pellets nor
interest in cleaning the stoves. Those
responsibilities fell to my son and
me. He had become more cooperative, his calling himself Stove Boy
notwithstanding.
Everyone loved the pellet stoves.
Compared to the Jotul, they were
clean and provided a steady flow of
warm air to our 2,300-square-foot,
all-electric garrison colonial. We regulated the temperature by changing
the rate of flow from 1 to 5.
Rarely did we run the living room stove on a setting higher than 1 because the
heat would have been oppressive. Because the heat was constant and rose, it
made no sense to seal the upstairs bedrooms.

After seventeen years of burning wood, we
purchased two Whitfield pellet stoves in 1993...
Gone was the injustice, hard labor on the
woodpile, and ash dust.
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“

We used the fireplace insert whenever the
outside temperature dropped into the teens.
A paddle fan there helped to move the heat
into the adjoining kitchen.
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Relatives and friends marveled at the stoves’
simplicity and attractiveness. My daughter-in-law, a genuine house cat, headed straight
for the living room stove when visiting.
She enjoyed curling in a comfortable, stuffed
chair nearby, wine glass in hand, as the warm
air blew gently in her direction.

Keystone
The critical piece missing today in
the consumer – provider dynamic is
comprehensive specifications that
engender fair and accurate bidding
and pinpoint control over the scope
of the project.
iCornerstone’s specifications
function as invoices that establish
payments according to one or more
line items for any trade, thereby
eliminating an overpayment for
goods or services not provided or
performed.
You never have more money into
the project than you do work!

For reasons I cannot explain, we did not use the
new system the first year and continued with the
pellets.
Undoubtedly, it had something to do with the
terror of those electrical bills in the days before
the Jotul.

My son was baffled. “Why not run the new heat
Our grandsons excitedly held their spinners to
for only a month and compare the cost to last
the blowers and asked us to increase the
year?” he challenged. “What’s the worst thing
speed. Unlike the Jotul, we were not worried
that could happen?”
about burn accidents because the
surface of the
She enjoyed curling in a comfortable, stuffed
Whitfield, except
chair nearby, wine glass in hand, as the warm
for the door, is
air blew gently in her direction.
warm to the touch.

“

The cost to operate the stoves during the 2006-07 heating
season – not including electricity – was approximately $900 for pellets and $300 for servicing.
The labor for stove boy or me to haul three tons
of pellets into the house and feed and clean the
stoves was free.
Two years ago, my wife and I installed a $4,050
electrical heating system to replace the original,
which had been used only the first few years
after we built the house in 1973. The heating
bills back then were confiscatory, and we were
deeply worried about losing our home.
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“

“I’ll waste several hundred dollars,” I countered.
“How do you know?” he pressed.
Good point, so I did.
When the first electric bill arrived, I opened it
more with curiosity than dread because it covered September, which is not a high demand
month for heat. The cost was $54.69 less than
the previous year and included 31 reading days
versus 30.
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“

By February’s bill, the trend was clear: we
were saving money – eventually more than
$1,000 – by not operating the pellet stoves.

“

Nice, but not proof. Even so, I made the humble
pie call to my son.
October’s bill was similar, $64.41 less for the
same number of days. Nicer still, but unpersuasive. November, however, showed a leap of
$143.16, but that was still insufficient for me to
get an electro-cardiogram.

“

I was shocked, but not for reasons I had expected. The bill was $9.48 more than the previous year, although it
included three fewer reading days.

How could it be?
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Their settings were the same for the week: 68 degrees from 7 a.m. to
9:30 p.m. and 55 degrees thereafter.
Whenever my wife or I were not home, we
set the thermostats to 55 degrees. The
upstairs bedrooms have individual thermostats and were unheated unless occupied.
What happened to the pellet stoves? An ad
fetched $1,400 and more than 70 responses. 1/2 And everyone is enchanted by the
prospect of a crackling fire in the re-commissioned fireplace with glass doors.

A month later, the red flag on my mailbox was up
and my heart rate, too, as I reached for December’s bill, wondering if my wife and I had planned
well enough for retirement.

By February’s bill, the trend was clear: we were
saving money – eventually more than $1,000 –
by not operating the pellet stoves. After 30 years
of using an alternative heating system, we had
come full cycle.

Well, for one thing the new heating system was, indeed, efficient.
The key, however, was control over its output, which programmable
thermostats on the first floor accomplished.

“

We love the new heating system, especially
its comfort, cost and convenience. Relatives
and friends do, too, although my son
quipped one night, “It’s getting late. Time to go home before the heat
turns off.”

Whenever my wife or I were not home, we set
the thermostats to 55 degrees. The upstairs
bedrooms have individual thermostats and
were unheated unless occupied.

“
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Access Makes The Difference
In 1973, my wife, Mary, and I general contracted our dream home in Weymouth, and The
Boston Globe chronicled our memorable adventure in a thirteen-part series that anticipated
by many years the do-it-yourself movement.
Four decades later, our house is a still a place where
dreams come true, however, anyone visiting today would
not know its age. We recently re-faced in cherry our kitchen
and bathroom cabinets - saved 50% compared to replacing
them - and added granite countertops and new appliances.
I had intended to make the raised panel doors and reface
the cabinets but decided against it because the project
would have taken several unsettling months. Instead, we
hired a carpenter while I concentrated on staining and
finishing the veneer surfaces and new cherry soffits. We
experienced little disruption to our lives once this work
began.
The kitchen and bathrooms are stunning, but something
was amiss: a better use of their space, especially access to
items stored under the sinks. A local retailer carried easy to
install pullouts that addressed that problem nicely without
my having to provide a custom solution.

“

Four decades later, our house is a still a
place where dreams come true, however,
anyone visiting today would not know its
age. We recently re-faced in cherry our
kitchen and bathroom cabinets...

By easy, I mean the directions were clear, because there
was nothing simple about working in a confined space, something I found extremely frustrating and time consuming.

“

The kitchen and bathrooms were not the only areas needing better space planning. Five closets beckoned: one in the
kitchen, another in the dining room, a third in the front hallway, and two more upstairs in a hallway and bathroom.
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On my computer, I designed pullouts
for the kitchen and dining room closets, a base cabinet and vanity, additional shelving in the hallways, and
adjustable shelving for the bathroom
and developed a list of materials that
cost $1,800.

Given their weight and size, it
was impossible to move the
finished units from my basement workshop to the first floor,
so I assembled them in place,
added runners, and inserted
the pullouts.

Then I conferred with Mary, who
asked that fateful question: “How
long will it take?”
“At least two weeks with little disruption to the house,” I proffered.

Again,
Confinement
Devil
appeared, but Mary’s periodic
help contained him.
While working in the kitchen
and dining room, I added two
dovetailed pullouts to a base
cabinet with two vertical separators for flat and baking pans.
It was impossible to

I tackled the kitchen first and built a
cabinet to slide into a 24” x 26” x 78”
cavity. Without removing the closet
door and reframing the opening, I
could not make the unit larger. I
made and installed eight dovetailed,
custom-sized
pullouts
that
increased the shelving from 13.4
square feet to 24.9 - an 85% difference.
The 36” x 28” x 78” dining room unit
increased my swearing. The luan
plywood panels had bowed, which
made assembly of the case difficult despite
extensive clamping to square it. This double
bank of pullouts enlarged the shelves from
33.9 square feet to 43.5, or 28%, and the convenience exponentially.
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find the right one without removing the others, but a manufactured pullout solved that problem.

“

Then I conferred with Mary, who asked that
fateful question: ‘How long will it take?’
‘At least two weeks with little disruption to
the house’, I proffered.

“
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The two I made, Mary filled immediately with
spices from our corner cabinet and labeled
their covers to identify the contents with minimal movement of jars.

Under the sink of the bathroom vanity, I
added two manufactured pullouts but left
undisturbed a small shelf because Mary
needed the space.

The hallway closet posed no problems, and
I completed it in one day by removing and
replacing the shelf and its supports, painting the insides, adding two more
shelves, and lowering the pole.

Seven weeks after starting and with modest
disruption, I completed the list and one side
job - shelving in the laundry facility - and generated garden mulch from 15 gallons of

expensive sawdust. The new arrangements
work beautifully, my hands ache no more,
and our dreams live on.

We eliminated a large bag crammed
with winter items and neatly placed its
contents on shelves, one for Mary,
another for me. On the third, we stored
items seldom used.
Beyond deepening an existing shelf,
we did nothing to the upstairs hall
closet containing the equipment for our
built-in vacuum system and various
things belonging to Mary.
I installed in the bathroom closet a
double bank of adjustable shelving and
two dovetailed pullouts originally
intended for the vanity. Although doubling the space from 19 to 38 square
feet, the deep shelves improved
access but did not solve it entirely.

Richard’s Projects

“

I added two manufactured pullouts
but left undisturbed a small shelf
because Mary needed the space.

“
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Gift Exchange
Despite growing up without a
father, I experienced an
unusually happy childhood
unaware that we were poor
and on welfare because I
wanted for nothing. My mother
could not afford to give me or
my sister everything, of
course, but when she said, “I’ll
see,” we knew there was hope
and rarely disappointment.

Support
provides a
comprehensive solution to the
problems homeowners experience
when obtaining goods and services
from the residential construction
industry to the benefit of everyone.
We use the latest technology to
simplify communication and offer
easy access to all project
documentation, specifications,
pictures, designs, project plans,
materials, etc.
This approach assures
transparency and accountability
because everyone knows what
everyone else knows

How To Avoid Remodeling Hell

The source of my childhood
happiness was the unconditional love my mother and her family showered on my sister and me. As
an adult, I made it a point to tell my aunts and uncles how their love shaped my life and made me a
better person. All but one is gone.
My mother made my sister’s clothes, and I found it fascinating. Everything had to be just right, and, if
not, she patiently undid the seams and adjusted and resewed them. At ninety-nine, she still uses the
same Singer sewing machine, which is a work of art and utility.
Her skill provided an extra few dollars or fresh fish,
as neighbors asked her to raise hems, cuff pants,
replace zippers, or make other repairs to their own
or children’s clothing. She did not enjoy replacing
zippers and said more than once, “I would rather
make a new dress than replace a zipper.”
Starting anew was easier than starting over.

Richard’s Projects

“

The source of my childhood
happiness was the unconditional
love my mother and her family
showered on my sister and me.

“
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I have always had a reverence for trees
and remember crying as a young boy
when Dutch elm disease claimed the
large tree outside our home in South
Boston. City workers removed the tree,
but its large stump remained as a sad
reminder.
My interest in woodworking started with my
first reading of Fine Woodworking, a publication that is still in print. Woodworking, I
realized, is an art form similar in many ways
to writing and sewing.
The artist chooses a medium, cloth, wood,
or words, and plans the composition, a
dress, trinket box, or article.

“

At forty hours per box, I could never fairly compensate
myself for the time. The challenge of reducing it, however,
became irresistible, so I set about finding a way.

Each has specialized tools: needle, thread,
scissors, saw, planer, sander, and parts and
figures of speech. He or she uses them to
create works of infinite variety and appeal.
Several years ago, I decided to challenge
my woodworking skills and purchased a
high-tech indexing tool that converted my
table saw into a precise
machine with a router
station.
For my first piece, I chose
from a project workbook a
beautiful, artistic trinket
box with double dovetail
joinery that would be
impossible to execute
without the indexing tool.
Forty or more hours later, I
completed it and could
not believe what I had produced.

Richard’s Projects

“

My wife wanted me to make more and sell
them online, but I refused. “Why turn a
hobby into a job and ruin everything?”
At forty hours per box, I could never fairly
compensate myself for the time. The challenge of reducing it, however, became
irresistible, so I set about finding a way.
I realized that the set-up time for one box
and its thirty-three pieces could be overcome by standardized production. I subsequently identified and recorded each milling
operation in its exact order to avoid duplication of effort or wasted steps.
To streamline several, I created in three days
a jig to mortise into the cover and side of the
box in one pass the wooden hinges and
finger lift.
In the first run, I planned ten boxes but lost
two to error; the remaining eight I gave as
Christmas gifts to women I love: my wife,
daughter, mother, sister, daughter-in-law,
and three friends.
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Recipients of that twelve box run
include Boston Globe photographer,
Bill Brett, my friend since we began
our careers there in 1965, my dentist,
a
colleague,
and
my
wife’s
sister-in-law.

My son-in-law humbly requested one,
so I produced twelve more and gave
them to men I love: my son,
son-in-law, closest friends, brother-in-law, doctor, and historian, David
McCulloch, who was momentarily
speechless!
I also gave boxes to two women, one
a friend, the other a special client.
The last box I donated to an all-volunteer organization that raises money
for children with cancer. At a silent
auction, the box fetched $350!
A man at my gym commissioned me to make for his wife’s birthday
a trinket box with a tray. “I want to give a person who is one of a kind
something that is one of a kind,” he explained.

In all boxes, I placed a letter describing the techniques or woods I had
used and their origins. I asked the
recipients to display the box in a place
of honor and tell me how they used it.
The trinket boxes represent a unique
way for me to express the love and
gratitude I feel for so many people who have had a profound effect on
my life. As I had done with my aunts and uncles, I told them so.

provides an alternative to the general
contractor service model, which is a conflict of interest
We offer one stop shopping for all your
remodeling needs, including research tools,
designs, specifications, competitive bidding,
budget setting, and project coordination.
No past project ever went over budget or time,
and no contractor ever went unpaid or overpaid.
Richard’s Projects

Our services pay from themselves and are
not an added cost.
You receive the highest quality at the lowest
price without sacrificing performance.

781-534-0277
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